The role of 3-D rotational x-ray imaging in spinal trauma.
The most widely used imaging devices in trauma spine surgery are fluoroscopy and computed tomography. Both techniques have their specific pros and cons and expose both patient and operating staff to considerable radiation during image acquisition. Three-dimensional-rotational x-ray imaging (3-DRX) is a relatively new technique in which a C-arm is moved around the patient to allow for an "acquisition run" during which multiple fluoroscopy images are obtained. The images can subsequently be processed on a workstation into a 3-D volume, which can then be manipulated in a similar way to 3-D computed tomography data. The 3-DRX technique combines the advantages of both fluoroscopy and computed tomography: fast visual feedback and high resolution multiplanar reformatted images, respectively, and could be used in an intraoperative setting. In this paper some technical aspects of 3-DRX imaging and its potential role in spinal trauma treatment are presented.